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Title: Azur Lane 1.2.125 Version: 1.2.125 Root: No Fashion: There's Only 1 Scenario on This WinRaR: - Weak Enemy PM Me If You Want Other Scenarios About Password WinRaR Evening Me, Due to Avoiding Set Abuse Steps: Set Steps: 1. Make sure you've installed a clean updated
version of Azur Lane from playstore. 2. Have it download all the files you need to run the game before replacing and renaming files. 3. Find the original file called scripts on Android/data/com. YoStarEN.AzurLane/files/AssetBundles/ 4. Delete or move the original scripts to another folder 5.
Choose which scripts you want to use and rename it Ex. scripts-godmode change it to scripts) 6. Place the attached scripts on Android/data/com. YoStarEN.AzurLane/files/AssetBundles/ and enjoy Credits: k0np4ku Playstore Link: Download link: scripts-weakenemy.rar Download Mirror:
Dropbox - scripts-weakenemy.rar Last edit: January 30, 2019 Reaction: srh97, shoenchh, Senzaki and 1 other person Weakenemy mod makes your enemies have less health and take fewer shots to kill. For example, if a normal enemy has 300 health, in this fashion the enemy has 3
health. However, I think this mod makes it easier for people to be discovered by YoStar because they are tracking the damage value caused by the craft. Let's say a normal enemy fleet deals 5,000 damage to kill. This mod makes it smaller than that and makes you look suspicious. I
suggest you put godmode and damage to make mod safer to use. Weakenemy mod makes your enemies have less health and take fewer shots to kill. For example, if a normal enemy has 300 health, in this fashion the enemy has 3 health. However, I think this mod makes it easier for
people to be discovered by YoStar because they are tracking the damage value caused by the craft. Let's say a normal enemy fleet deals 5,000 damage to kill. This mod makes it smaller than that and makes you look suspicious. I suggest you put godmode and damage to make mod safer
to use. Yes, I will, I suggest if anyone else scenarios they can PM me those who already PM me before you can join my server I decided to make a discord server to improve communication and for the new guys, you can PM me too hey I can not find you on Discord you can add me Koe



9258 As one guy said, Weak enemy is suspicious for developers because of high damage. God's mode is preferable and considered the safest based on recent trials. Add me please ^_^ Discord : kztscyth-4891 As one guy said, Weak enemy developers due to high damage. God's mode is
preferable and considered the safest based on recent trials. Yes, I know, and this script is out of date because of the update on January 31 anyway hello I'm new here. Can you add me to the controversy? (͡)ᴥ ͡) ʋ 3606 3xChester_exe hi mate you could add me to the discord, please so you
can pass me by me password to unpack and talk carnal my discord alatorre1994-2901 Reactions: Odinoko remember only trusted people who I invite to my server For all those PM ing me, sorry can not answer yet now busy RN If you want to say: Hey, but you still update the scripts
exclusively for people thingy no I do not update for them yet my discord Nicoblack-7478 you can give me a password for Please: 3 My Discord: Kasumaca 9513 My Dissonance deividyale 3911 Page 2 For those who pming Dexsalvation who have not yet answered, you can pm me, and
aliveeee, return for this theme PM MaiFGC or me, we will invite you p.s those who pm'ed me, but I have not yet answered, you can pm me again Add me, please Discord : LimeHime-6182 Please add my discord A: Rebalancer 6600 Add Me Too pls. Junna-2512 thanks add me pls
dewzayoyo No. 3217 No. it's totally private from now on as I have problems trusting someone, still seeing a lot of people abusing it closed to those who are not yet answered, you can PM me, and aliveeee, return for this topic PM MaifGC or me, we will invite you p.s those who pm'ed me, but
I still can not pm yet you can still please add me again Add me please discord: LimeHime 6182 Please add my discord: Rebalancer Junna-2512 thanks to add me pls dewzayoyo No 3217 No. it's completely private from now on as I have problems trusting someone, still seeing a lot of
people abusing his Closed Azur Lane Mod Apk original file for free download: On our website you can easily download Azur Lane (com. YoStarEN.AzurLane) apk! All file apps Download without registering at a good rate! This is the action category of the game. Azur Lane APK and MOD
The latest version of the free Download for Android Package Name : Azur Lane MOD Offered : Yostar Limited. Version : 3.1.15 Latest Updated : Dec 09, 2019 Installs : 1,000,000+ Category : Action Requirement : Android 4.3+ Playstore Link : Google Play File Size : 55.7 MB Game short
description: An ideal Naval Warfare game like you always imagined! ‧A unique mix of RPG, 2D shooter and tactical genres combined in a beautifully designed anime game ‧Easy and intuitive gameplay, built on the concept of 2D side-scroller , is the main feature of Azur Lane V5.0.203
1.8 GB XAPK OBB V5.0.203 67.9 MB APK V5.0.18 2.0 GB XAPK OBB V5.0.18 67.9 MB APK V5.0.8 2.0 GB XAPK OBB V5.0.8 67.7 MB APK V3.1.15 1.4 GB XAPK OBB V3.1.15 63.0 MB APK V3.1.14 1.4 GB XAPK OBB V3.1.14 63.0 MB APK V3.1.13 1.4 GB XAPK OBB 2Variants
V3.1.13 63.0 MB APK 2Variants V3.1.10 1.4 GB XAPK OBB V3.1.10 63.0 MB APK V3.0.19 1.2 GB XAPK OBB V3.0.19 81.9 MB APK V3.0.18 1.2 GB XAPK OBB 3Variants V3.0.18 81.9 MB APK 3Variants V2.0.110 1.2 GB XAPK OBB 2Variants V2.0.110 55.1 MB APK 2Variants V2.0.31
1.2 XAPK OBB V2.0.31 55.1 MB APK V1.2.272 1.2 GB XAPK OBB 3Variants V1.2.272 55.1 MB APK 3Variants V1.2.209 1.1 GB XAPK OBB V1.2.209 55.4 MB APK V1.2.125 997.5 MB MB OBB V1.2.125 55.4 MB APK V1.2.124 997.5 MB XAPK OBB V1.2.124 55.5 MB APK V1.2.4 778.5
MB XAPK OBB 4Vari Ants V1.2.4 55.4 MB APK 4Variants V1.2.3 777.8 MB XAPK OBB V1.2.3 54.7 MB APK Azur Lane MOD APK: This kind of Azur Lane from Action really gathers me exhausted to collect unlimited gems. However, it doesn't really matter if you drive apk mod from our site.
Navigating Azur Lane MOD APK 1. About Azur Lane 2. Azur Lane MOD APK Feature 3. Get Azur Lane MOD APK 4. More Azur Lane ReviewAbout Azur LaneMobile Gaming has become a platform that is very popular with modern developers. Since the popularity of the Kantai collection in
2014, more and more developers have developed games that focus on characterizing objects of dead objects such as swords in Touken Ranbu and Japanese castles in Shirohime Quest.As if talkative, developers from outside the country also monitor the flow of mobage. Including one of
them Manjuu and Yongshi, a game developer from China made a game that was inspired by the popularity of the Kantai collection, namely Azur Lane.Azur Lane is a military themed mobile game about ships that turns into the shape of a beautiful, endearing woman. These cute ships are
armed with various weapons such as pistols, torpedoes, missiles and airstrikes. Sound familiar? Obviously, because this game was clearly inspired by the Kantai Collection. But what distinguishes and makes Azur Lane an interesting play compared to Kancolle? Azur Lane mod apk will
make you progress in the game easier. You will get unlimited gems for every upgrade that you need. You can improve your ship, get these sexy characters and progress further levels. Azur Lane MOD APK Feature Unlimited Gems No Root Is Needed Install apps directly on the mobile
phone sSL encryption on the app Easy Azur Lane MOD MOD APKLatest changelog: ☑ Error Fix along with Optimization Requirements: ☑ Android 4.0 version or above ☑ Stable Internet Connection ☑ Minimum 3G, While 4G and Wi-Fi are recommended ☑ Allow the device to install apps
manually (Check and approve unknown sources)Download MOD APKDirect SSL ConnectionMore Azur Lane ReviewGraphics one of elements that are unique to each mobile game. Of course, the art of Azur Lane becomes the main difference when players decide to play or not. Azur Lane
was able to present a ship that was not only unique, but also memorable. Not only that, Azur Lane also gives cute shibi sprites for its ships in gameplay, so each battle still feels exciting. This is the most important aspect of Azur Lane, which distinguishes this game from rival games. Azur
Lane combines elements of strategy with shoot-em-up's Gameplay. When entering the campaign, the chibi nature of your ship will represent your position, after which you must choose to advance into the area you want to go to. On Na The enemy has the ability to directly attack you in an
ambush. In combat, you have to avoid bullets targeting your ship, and attack them with weapons back. Some support ships in the rear can also help you with torpedo or missile strikes that will pierce the enemy. To be honest, at first we were amazed, but we survived, despite the fact that our
choice of secretary of state, Javelin, sank. But don't worry, unlike Kancolle, the ships in Azur Lane won't die when they drown. In addition, there is an automatic system that can be used if you play while working or are lazy to repeat the same campaign over and over again. In addition to the
campaign, there is also a PVP where you can compete your fleet with other fleet players. Expeditionary menus are also available to collect resources, the duration of various expeditions ranging from short expeditions of about 30 minutes, to long expeditions lasting 9 hours. There is also a
daily raid against super strong enemies to get interesting items. Concluding Azur Lane cheats will help you get gems. You can convert gems into coins and oil as much as you need. You can also purchase many packages and skins using these cheats. Help - Google Play: - Yostar Limited. -
Azur Lane - Help Related Games - Astral Chronicles - NinjaGirls:Reborn - Girls X Battle 2 - Royal Raid - Brown Dust - Tactical RPGDownload MOD APKDirect SSL Connection Connection
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